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Books for Children (Fiction):
- Blended by Sharon M. Draper DB093013
- From the Desk of Zoe Washington by Janae Marks DB098670
- A Good Kind of Trouble by Lisa Marie Ramee DB094289
- It All Comes Down to This by Karen English DB088659
- New Kid by Jerry Craft (Hoopla ebook) DB094151
- One Crazy Summer by Rita Williams-Garcia BR019326  DB071082
- The Other Side by Jacqueline Woodson BR013093
- Other Words for Home by Jasmine Warga DB096396

Books for Children (Facts):
- A Ride to Remember by Sharon Langley DB098530

Books for Teens (Fiction):
- All American Boys by Jason Reynolds DB083370
- The Color Purple by Alice Walker
  - BR007222
  - BR012265
  - DB018576
  - DB040883 (Spanish)
  - DB058842
  - DV000297
  - LP000438
- Dear Martin by Nic Stone DB089400
- Ghost Boys by Jewell Parker Rhodes BR022276  DB090875
- The Hate U Give by Angie Thomas BR021874  DB087441  DB087967 (Spanish)
- How It Went Down by Kekla Magoon DB080691  BR020666
- Monster by Walter Dean Myers BR012515
- Piecing Me Together by Renee Watson BR022201  DB088750
- The Poet X by Elizabeth Acevedo BR022420  DB092221
- Their Eyes Were Watching God by Zora Neale Hurston BR022592  DB035745
- Tyler Johnson Was Here by Jay Coles BR022250  DB090391
Books for Teens (Facts)

**Discovering Wes Moore** by Wes Moore  BR019701
**Hidden Figures** by Margot Lee Shetterly BR021798  DB085959 (Spanish)  DB086234
**In The Shadow of Liberty** by Kenneth C. Davis  BR022369  DB086005
**Just Mercy** by Bryan Stevenson DB080035  DB093365 (Adapted for young adults)
**March: Book One** by Jon Lewis , Andrew Aydin and Illustrated by Nate Powell DB087098
**Turning 15 on the Road to Freedom** by Lynda Blackmon Lowery DB081677
**We Are Not Yet Equal: Understanding Our Racial Divide** by Carol Anderson DB093892
**Because They Marched** by Russel Freedman DB080317
**How I Resist** edited by Maureen Johnson DB091227
**Malcom X: By Any Means Necessary** by Walter Dean Myers DB036375
**Stolen Justice** by Lawrence Goldstone  DB098339

‘Read Woke’ School Reading Challenge by Cicely Lewis for School Library Journal

**Girl Mans Up** by M-E Girard  DB087105
**Hunger** by Roxane Gay DB088658
**I am Malala :The Girl Who Stood Up for Education and Was Shot by the Taliban** by Malala BRE00078  DB077454
**The Librarian of Auschwitz** by Antonio Iturbe BR022303  DB089356
**I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter** by Erika Sánchez DB089358  DB094934 (Spanish)
**The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness** by Michelle Alexander DB074560
**Turtles All the Way Down** by John Green  BR022186  DB089542
**Yaqui Delgado Wants to Kick Your Ass** by Meg Medina  DB078106